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Russia suicide rate

Russian suicide rates have been declining over the past 14 years. In
2015, the number of suicides was down 6.2 percent compared to 2014,
according to the Rosstat state statistics service. A high suicide rate â€”
more than 20 cases per 100,000 people â€” was registered in 37 out of 85
regions last year, RBC reported.
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Russia's Suicide Rate Falls to 50-Year Low

Suicide in Russia - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suicide_in_Russia

Overview Contents Dynamics Teenage suicides

Suicide in Russia is a significant national social issue. As of April 2016 the suicide rate
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Suicide in Russia is a significant national social issue. As of April 2016 the suicide rate
dropped by 7.2% compared to 2015, and reached 15.4 suicides per 100,000 citizens, the
lowest level in 54 years. Researchers have observed a close association between heavy
alcohol consumption in Russia and suicide.

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Russia's Suicide Rate Falls to 50-Year Low - The â€¦
https://themoscowtimes.com/news/russias-suicide-rate-falls-to-50...
Russian suicide rates have been declining over the past 14 years. In 2015, the number of
suicides was down 6.2 percent compared to 2014, according to the Rosstat state
statistics service. A high suicide rate â€” more than 20 cases per 100,000 people â€” was
registered in 37 out of 85 regions last year, RBC reported. These include regions in â€¦

Heavy Drinking and Suicide in Russia - PubMed Central
â€¦
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov › Journal List › HHS Author Manuscripts
Rates of alcohol consumption and suicide in Russia were high before the dissolution of
the Soviet Union, rose sharply during the early 1990s, and are currently among the
highest in the world.

International Suicide Statistics - Suicide.org!
www.suicide.org/international-suicide-statistics.html
104 rows · On average, one person dies by suicide every 40 seconds somewhere in â€¦

RANK COUNTRY MALES FEMALES

1 Lithuania 70.1 14.0

2 Belarus 63.3 10.3

3 Russia 61.6 10.7

4 Kazakhstan 51.0 8.9

See all 104 rows on www.suicide.org

Russia's suicide rate doubles | World news | The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jul/09/russia.nickpatonwalsh
The WHO's report, by Professor Dmitry Veltischev, of the Moscow Research Institute of
Psychiatry, showed the suicide rate among Russians to be 39.7 cases per 100,000
people in 2001, the equivalent of 57,500 cases among Russia's 146 million-strong
population. This is about twice the world average.

Videos of russia suicide rate
bing.com/videos
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Suicide rates , by gender, Russian Federation, 1980 â€¦
www.who.int/mental_health/media/russ.pdf
Suicide rates (per 100,000), by gender, Russian Federation, 1980-2006. 0 10 20 30 40
50 60 70 80 Year Rate Total 34.6 31.2 26.5 41.5 â€¦

Why the Russian Suicide Game Went Global - Bloomberg
https://www.bloomberg.com/.../why-the-russian-suicide-game-went-global
Apr 25, 2017 · No international organization specifically follows suicide rates among 10-
to 15-year-olds, Blue Whale's target audience. But it's safe to assume that Russia is also
one of the global leaders on that count.

Nearly a million Russians have committed suicide since ...
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Nearly-million-Russians-committed-suicide...
Russia's number of suicides has reached nearly a million since the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Although the rate has dropped from 42 per 100,000 in 1995, just after the breakup
of the Soviet Union, experts have warned the number of Russians committing suicides is
still dangerously high. In 2010 ...

â€˜Blue Whaleâ€™ Game Responsible for Dozens of
Suicides in ...
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/blue-whale-game-suicides-russia
Claim: The "Blue Whale" suicide game has been responsible for more than 130 suicides

2:16 HD

Russia struggles with high
teenage suicide rates

YouTube · 2/10/2012 ·

2:19 HD

Suicide rate up 30% -
Canadaâ€™s rocketing

YouTube · 12/16/2015 ·

3:52

'The Groups of Death'
Report links online

YouTube · 5/22/2016 ·
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Claim: The "Blue Whale" suicide game has been responsible for more than 130 suicides
in Russia.

Unproven · Fact checked by snopes.com

List of countries by suicide rate - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_suicide_rate
184 rows · ^a Graying used to overlight countries most close to world average suicide â€¦

List by the World ... · List by other ...

RANK (BOTH
SEâ€¦

COUNTRY AGE-
STANDARDIZED
Râ€¦

CRUDE
RATE

1 Sri Lanka (more
info)

34.6 35.3

2 Guyana (more
info)

30.6 29.0

3 Mongolia 28.1 28.3

4 Kazakhstan
(morâ€¦

27.5 27.5

See all 184 rows on en.wikipedia.org

Russians alarmed by teenage suicides; Russia has the â€¦
www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/russians-alarmed-teenage...
Feb 10, 2012 · Russia has the world's third-highest rate of suicide among teenagers
aged 15-to-19, with about 1,500 taking their own lives every year, according to a â€¦
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